
ALA JUVENTUD REFLECTION TO THE FILIPINO YOUTH

The poem "THE FILIPINO YOUTH"wrote by rizal is the best As a youth for today ,i'm proud to give and share the
blessing that i have to make.

This is an immortal messaged directed to the present and the future. Ang Tagalog ay hindi rin natin pwedeng
sabihing puro dahil marami sa ating mga salita ang galing sa Kastila, Ingles, Intsik at iba pang bansa ng
nakaugnayan ng mga Filipino. And for that to happen we, the Filipino youth has a big role in nation-building.
The religion which was nonexistent in the pre-colonial archipelago, but the imposition of which later became
one of the ultimate legacies of Spanish colonialism. We have a lot of debt and many internal issues
unresolved. Currently, our country's economy is not doing so well. Life is a precious gift and marriage is a part
of it. The vision that Rizal had for our country can become a reality if and only if we remember our duty. And
on that note, I wish everyone would be as inspired as I am by Dr. Every culture has its own traditional beliefs
and values amongst which can be shared transculturally to better international health whereas there are also
those that are influenced by the Filipino culture that can be seen as non beneficial. Jose Rizal was born into a
rich family as the seventh child of eleven. Resplendent shines Your courage rich, Handsome hope of my
motherland! These words were chosen to balance his thoughts of criticizing them in the 3rd stanza, where
Spaniards put "chains" to every Filipinos. Aside the visual magnifence of such event, the heart of this holiday
lies in an incredible spirit and dedication of Filipinos to honor Catholic religion. This poem can be considered
as Rizals first testimony and presentation of his nationalism. Jose Rizal was 18 years old when he wrote the
prize-winning poem, A La Juventud Filipina, an immortal poem which is so much cherished by every
Filipinos, especially the youths. When this event happened, Rizal was only eighteen years old. But where are
the youth today? First, let us see how the Drunkard bothered Filipino. People often describe half Filipinos as
short, really tan, a little bit of chink eyes and their crazy personality. I feel inspired to study harder and be
more disciplined as it will help me when I become an adult. They have to be accustomed to the language, and
way of life. The poem praised the Spanish and their benefits to the Filipinos, especially education. Jose P. If
he is right, we will correct them. But how can we, if we are only sitting around and being satisfied with
mediocre work. But despite that, Dr. He wanted the Filipino youth to use their capabilities, talents and skills to
stand out not only for their own praise and success but also for the praise and success of their own motherland,
the Philippines. In the poem, he advocated for rising and waking up. Posted by. What does this poem tell
about? Huavas, Janine Micah T. The meter of the poem then followed a certain rule which I totally love for it
showed the utmost effort of the author. Jose Rizal, the poem To the Filipino Youth is a masterpiece worth
reading and comprehending for. He is a Filipino poet and a businessman, who was born at the time when the
wounds inflicted by our Spaniard conquerors were still fresh, and it was written at a time when we were under
the great influence of the stars and stripes, as mentioned in the poem, just as we all still are. Conceiving a
work that possesses an anti-Spain theme at that time would be a great threat to the life of the author. Who are
Street Youth: Young people in the Philippines constitute for almost half of the total population of the country,
with about 


